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Abstract 
 

There is growing concern about the risks to urban transportation with the advent of 

the peak in world oil production.  Travel requires fuel energy, but current transportation 

planning does not deal with issues, policies or engineering designs for fuel constrained 

situations.   

This research presents a method to assess the risk to activities due to future fuel 

shortages as a function of urban form.  The method uses probability of fuel short fall and 

impact due to loss of trips, including the new metric of essential, necessary and optional 

trips in the travel demand patterns.  A case study explored four future growth options from 

the urban development strategy of Christchurch, New Zealand. Various oil shortage 

scenarios are developed and imposed on each 2041 urban form.  All urban forms would 

lose and/or change trips according to essentiality and available options, but the risk to 

activities would be very different for different future cities.  The high urban density case 

would have the lowest risks to participation in activities, while sprawled urban forms 

would have the highest risks in all simulated scenarios.   This risk assessment method is 

being considered for identifying unacceptable growth patterns and mitigation measure as 

part of the local long range planning efforts in Christchurch.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is growing public concern about the advent of a peak in the production rate of 

oil and the ensuing price escalation and fuel shortages.  Over the past several years, 

discussion of peak oil has brought concerns about long-term fuel availability into the 

public debate (Deffeyes, 2001).  Many people fear that the production rate of fossil fuel 

will soon decline, and at present, alternative (coal, solar, wind, biofuel, etc) energy sources 

can not substitute economically and environmentally (BTRE, 2005). Recent world wide 

disruptions to fuel supply due to Hurricane Katrina and labor unrest in the UK have 

demonstrated the vulnerability of existing transportation systems. The combination of 

declining energy supply, fossil fuel reliance and suburban growth represents an 

unsustainable trend in transport. 

Despite rising alarm about future energy availability, major planning initiatives such 

as urban development strategies have not yet incorporated energy shortage risks. Strategic 

and long-term planning exercises have examined developmental matters such as urban 

form, community well-being, environmental sustainability and economic development, but 

they have almost ignored future prospects of energy availability.  

Transport planners have historically assumed that fuel supply is unlimited.  State-of-

the-art transport models and methods rarely consider energy as an integral part of the 

transport and activity systems, (Greiving and Wegener, 2001; Ortuzar and Willumsen, 

1994) let alone as a constraint on development. Existing models for transport energy 

demand focus on mode change and the effect on energy consumption.  Some new work 
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relates energy to spatial patterns of urban settlement (Cooper et al., 2002; Mindali et al., 

2004).  In particular, energy is not currently considered in risk-analysis or reliability 

assessment of transport systems. Potential fuel shortage scenarios may be a source of 

debate, but should not be ignored in planning activities (Nicholson and Dantas, 2004).

Recently, energy consumption has become a concern in planning (Beca, 1981; Nix 

and Mayes, 1983; Wright, 1986, Waters, 1992), but very limited thought has been given to 

issues of fuel availability (Cervero, 1985; Bester, 2000). Planning authorities continue to 

develop transport policies that predict continuous growth of fuel supply (Lim, 1997; 

Chatterjee and Gordon, 2006). Despite many initiatives to encourage and enhance public 

transport, walking and cycling as alternative and sustainable transport modes, motorized 

travel is still dominant (De Silva et al. 2001). Growth tendencies and intensification of 

socio-economic activities altering urban forms and creating additional and complex travel 

patterns require substantial amounts of additional energy sources (Transport Canada, 1982, 

Daniere, 2000). Nevertheless, planning initiatives have focused on changing and managing 

transportation systems in order to cope with future travel demand patterns, assuming that 

energy supply will always be available to meet demand.  

Understanding the relationship between urban form and the transport system may 

contribute in reducing exposure to the impacts of fuel shortage/crisis events. It has been 

argued that altering spatial distribution of urban activities (e.g. densification instead of 

sprawl), may produce changes in travel behavior.  Travelers are likely to switch transport 

modes from private cars to walking or cycling within certain land use arrangements 

(Newman and Kenworthy, 1999).  Urban form and transport system changes through 

planning actions may affect future travel behavior and create communities that are less 
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reliant on energy, because energy efficient mode choices as well as location/distribution of 

activities can be achieved throughout the urban area.  

This investigation is motivated by the need to understand the new issue of peak oil in 

terms of transportation activities and urban form, and to develop a scientifically based 

approach to scenario building for long range transport and urban planning.  At every level 

of government and business, there is awareness that the issue of peak oil represents an 

unknown yet relevant threat to business-as-usual (BAU).  Current planning approaches 

which rely on BAU scenarios without consideration of constrained fuel availability are not 

accurate reflections of future conditions.  While members of the public become 

increasingly concerned about the peak oil issue and the need to reduce fossil fuel use to 

reduce green house gas emissions, planners are reluctant to be seen a alarmist or “anti-

growth” by bringing these issues into their economic scenarios.  Introducing a risk analysis 

methodology into the land use and transport planning process may be a productive way to 

deal with the issue of peak oil and planning for constrained fuel consumption.   

This research highlights the productive link between risk assessment and mitigation.  

In the area of natural hazards, identifying and analyzing risks provides a platform for 

public discourse of frightening and destructive possibilities, and acts as a driver for 

engineering and organizational research into technologies and practices that make 

communities more resilient.   This paper presents a method to assess the risks posed by 

fuel shortages to urban activities.  Particular attention is given to the relationships between 

urban form and risk.   

In this paper we assess the risk due to declining supply of current petroleum-based 

products.  We do not carry out any mitigation analysis with respect to alternative fossil-
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based fuels (e.g. coal liquids or tar oils) or biofuels.  While economists may debate the 

change in markets and the future availability of alternative fuels as petroleum fuel prices 

increase, it is not salient to the assessment of risk to reduction of oil energy supplies.  This 

is because the current and BAU transportation systems rely entirely on oil products.  If the 

supply of these products becomes constrained, then the situation will require change, and 

change has costs and impacts associated with it.  It may be that the change involves 

investment in new supply systems, but that is a cost which would not have been incurred if 

the oil supply had continued to grow.  Thus, the risk analysis presented in this paper deals 

with the probability and impact of reduced supplies of the current fuel; low-cost, high 

quality petroleum-derived petrol and diesel fuels for private motor vehicles. 

The paper begins with the analysis of the oil supply situation and development of the 

probabilistic approach to peak oil.  It then looks at the impact of fuel shortages on transport 

activities and explores the idea of essentiality of trips.  The risk assessment method is then 

explained and the modeling approach is described.  Finally the results are discussed 

through examination of case studies for urban planning options in Christchurch, New 

Zealand.  

 
 
2. Analysis of peak oil and the probability of fuel shortage events  

2.1 Oil supply  

International discussion of the topic of peak oil has intensified in the past several 

years.  There is some debate about the meaning of the term, “Peak Oil”.  In this paper peak 

oil refers to a calendar year in which the global oil production reaches a historical high 

point.  After this year, therefore, the world oil production rate will be less than the peak oil 
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year and will continue to decline continuously in some manner after the peak oil year.  

There is no question that the world oil production rate will peak and then will go into 

decline, as fossil oil deposits are a finite resource.  What is not known is the year the peak 

will occur and what the rate of decline after the peak will be. The exact timing and 

ramifications of the peak and reduction in world oil supply is the subject of several 

government reports, documentaries and published books (Abdullah, 2005), but the 

scientific and engineering research literature is nearly devoid of analysis or modelling on 

the issue.   

 
Petroleum geologists including C. Campbell, J. Laherrere, K. Deffeyes, and oil 

industry analysts, most prominently M. Simmons, have all published their arguments that 

the peak oil date will occur before 2020 (Campbell, 2003; Hirsch et al., 2005).  Even Shell 

Oil has acknowledged that a production peak will occur but argues that it will be around 

2025 or later (Shell, 2005).  In a now famous analysis, M. K. Hubbert carried out an 

analysis in 1956 that predicted a peak in USA oil production from existing fields by 1970.  

The details of his method were not published but have been reconstructed by Deffeyes.  

The analysis uses data about the production to date, history of discovery, size of the 

reserve and rate of current production.  Although Hubbert’s analysis was not taken 

seriously at the time, in retrospect, his method has been shown to be robust, as continental 

USA oil production did peak in 1970 (Deffeyes, 2001).  Deffeyes asserts that Hubbert’s 

analysis for known world oil reserves, production and discovery rates indicates that the 

peak oil year will be before 2009.   
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Most published reports on peak oil represent the global oil supply as a growth, peak 

and decline bell curve, with the decline rate mirroring the historical rate of production 

increase (Campbell and Laherrere, 1998).  Hirsch et al. (2005) uses a linear decline after 

the peak with the rate of decline equalling the rate of increase up to the point of peak.  The 

USA Energy Information Authority (EIA, 2000) have proposed a much steeper decline 

(around 8%) in global production, by assuming the reserves-to-production ratio remains 

constant after the peak in oil production. The EIA also present several delayed peak dates 

with higher peak production rates and with catastrophic decline rates following the peak, 

although they do not offer any analysis of the reasons why or likelihood that these 

incredible scenarios could occur.  The historical global increase in world production over 

the past 20 years has been 1.6% per annum (BP, 2005).  According to the Hubbert model 

with relatively symmetrical oil peak and decline, the world production would reduce by 

1.6% per annum after world peaking.   

 

2.2 Probability of peak oil occurrence 

Current political and media speculation about peak oil seems to be focused on 

arguing about the date it will occur.  However, risk analysis is not limited by specific 

information about timing of unknown events.  For example, in the field of engineering 

dealing with natural hazards, the risks due to earthquakes and floods are analyzed, even 

though the exact event date and magnitude of the event cannot be known.  We applied a 

similar approach to the issue of peak oil.  We know with 100% certainty that a peak in oil 

production will occur.  The majority of experts agree that by 2030 the peak will have 

occurred, so the 100% probability of occurrence is taken as 2030.  A probability 

distribution of energy shortages was constructed from world oil resource, supply and 
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consumption data by making a histogram of the predicted peak dates.  A negative 

exponential distribution fit to the published peak production predictions gives a 

distribution function the probability, P(y), of the peak occurring in any year, y, between 

2005 and 2030: 
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The cumulative probability that the peak will have occurred, CP(y), by the year, y, between 
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Where the fit parameters are  ρ = 0.44 and r = 5.  The peak oil probability analysis 

developed in this research is the first reported in the literature. 

 

2.3 Fuel supply shortage scenarios 

In order to assess the risk to activities, the actual quantity of fuel being used is not as 

important as the impact due to shortages.  For example, consider Newman and 

Kenworthy’s (1999) data for the cities of Denver, USA and Brisbane, Australia.  The 

citizens of Denver used roughly twice the gasoline per year that the residents of Brisbane 

used in 1980.  The cities can be considered to have comparable standard of living, 

economic and social and activity level.  In 1980 neither city experienced a fuel shortage, 

yet the Australians used half the fuel to carry out their transport activities.  This difference 

in energy consumption can be attributed to differences in urban form which includes 

aggregate effects of urban density, public transport modes and usage, and destination 

distributions (e.g. locations of shops and work places relative to residences).  If, in 1980, 
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the people of Denver suddenly had the same fuel available per capita that Brisbane used, 

then Denver would have experienced a fuel shortage of 50%, because they would have 

access to half the fuel they would use if the supply was unconstrained.  This is the 

reasoning behind the future fuel supply shortage scenario model.       

When looking at the future, the probabilistic difference between the hypothetical 

unconstrained demand level and the predicted supply level represents the shortage 

magnitude.  The probability of a particular magnitude of shortage occurring in a given year 

can be determined from the peak oil probability, then using the continuous annual 

reduction rate after the peak of 1.6%.  For example, the probability of a 7% shortfall, and 

any subsequent shortage events occurring is zero unless the peak has occurred.  However, 

once the peak has occurred, the 1.6% supply decline model requires that the 7% reduction 

must occur 4.5 years after the peak.  The subsequent reduction of 10% must follow the 

peak by 6.5 years.  In the same way, the probability of different shortage magnitudes can 

be determined for a year of interest.     

The probabilistic model in Eqn. 1 can be used for scenario development from two 

perspectives; analysis of the risk in a given year, or the risk of a given size shortage 

occurring.   For example, in 2020, there is a 94.9% probability that peak oil will have 

occurred, and there is a 78% probability that fuel supplies will be 10% below 2005 levels.  

In 2020, the chance that fuel supply will be 20% below 2005 levels is a relatively low 

7.3%.  If we are interested in looking at the time horizon for a 20% shortage, we find that 

there is a very low probability due to reserve depletion through 2015.  However, by 2030 

there is a 90.7% probability that 20% less fuel will be available than in 2005.  It should be 
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noted that this analysis does not include shortage probabilities due to natural disasters, war 

or political decisions.   

 

3.  Impact on travel demand 

Risk is defined as a measure of the probability and severity of adverse impacts 

(Haimes, 1998).  In the previous section, we dealt with the probability of fuel supply 

availability being less than the unconstrained demand.  In this section, we turn to the 

characterization and measure of impact.  The main idea for characterizing impact is that it 

results from involuntary change of travel demand.  The basic measure of impact is 

proposed to be the degree of change imposed. 

The condition where an urban area has less fuel available than the unconstrained 

consumption level is termed a “shortage event” and has a magnitude expressed as a 

percentage reduction from the unconstrained consumption level.  In a shortage event, urban 

communities will undergo significant transformation in order to cope with fuel availability 

constraints. Activities and travel behaviour would consequently change in their priorities 

and characteristics. Depending on the level of fuel availability, people would adjust their 

travel patterns, giving priority to specific activities in order to minimize disruption and 

guarantee socio-economic, political and cultural continuity. This would be a very complex 

and dynamic process from the travel demand point of view.   

In the following sub-section a definition of a new metric to assess impact of 

adjusting and/or losing trips due to fuel constraints is presented.  The principles for 

assessing impacts of fuel shortages events are stated in the second sub-section.  The third 

sub-section, describes how the principles are applied to determine impact in a risk 
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assessment framework.  The basic hypothesis is that people will change their travel 

behaviour, or adapt, in order to preserve participation in activities, with preference to 

maintaining wellbeing.  We propose the measure of essentiality as the parameter for this 

behaviour change dynamic. 

 

3.1  Concept of essentiality 

Surveys of travel behaviour under current unconstrained fuel availability conditions 

reveal that people rate as “un-necessary” or “discretionary” as many as 30% of their own 

trips (Gordon et al 1988; Cervero and Radisch, 1996; Banister et al., 1997).  We theorize 

that if a person is faced with a limited fuel supply, the relative importance of each trip 

would play a major role in deciding how to re-organize trips, which trips to take and which 

activities to participate in.  For example, maintaining income and heath are fundamental to 

people’s wellbeing.  When forced to choose, work and food shopping trips would take 

priority over recreational travel. 

We propose that trips can be categorized according to the degree of Essentiality: 

Essentiality is an internal metric that people use to decide whether trips 

represent an essential, necessary, or optional contribution to their wellbeing, 

socio-economic connection and happiness. 

In a fuel shortage event, people would use this metric to adjust their travel demand.  In the 

spectrum of essentiality, travel of individuals and households would be categorized into 

three main types: 

− Optional: trips which people would curtail without loss of wellbeing. 
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− Necessary: trips which people would not choose to eliminate, and when lost would 

cause some loss of social connection or opportunity or economic participation. 

− Essential: trips which people would struggle not to eliminate, and when lost would 

cause harm to health, deprivation, loss of income, and limit the ability to meet basic 

needs. 

This definition applies to household members as well as individuals.  For example, a fuel 

shortage may mean that a sick member of a family could not be taken to a doctor, and this 

would affect the wellbeing of the whole family.   

 

3.2 Impact principles  

Based on the concept of essentiality and the trip categories, the main impact principle is 

introduced:  

Fuel constraints cause changes to travel behavior including mode change, 

destination change, purpose change, efficiency change and elimination of trips. 

Travel behaviour would change from normal (or current) travel demand for an un-

constrained fuel supply.  There would be two important types of changes in response to a 

fuel shortage/crisis:  

− Changing trip characteristics, i.e. frequency, mode, distance, or destination are adjusted 

in order to preserve access to activities. 

− Loss of accessibility to activities, i.e., not making a trip that would have been made with 

unconstrained fuel. 

Both of these types of changes would be the result of fuel shortages, but losing 

accessibility would have a far higher impact.  While changing behaviour may have 
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associated costs and other effects, it would not be on the same scale as the impact of losing 

participation in activities. There would be three different levels of impact when 

accessibility to activities is compromised: 

− Low impact would occur if Optional trips were curtailed. It is assumed that elimination 

of these low essentiality trips would generate a low impact on wellbeing;  

− Medium level impact would be felt if Necessary trips could not be made. If these trips 

could not be undertaken due to fuel constraints, then there would be a high impact on 

wellbeing of the household; and 

− High level impact would occur if Essential trips were affected. The loss of these trips 

would cause extreme impact on the individual’s wellbeing. 

 

3.3 Urban forms and energy shortage adaptation 

Future development scenarios of urban forms would be subject to potential impacts 

of fuel shortage. For a future urban form, the impact of a given energy shortage event is 

determined by the number of trips lost or adjusted and the essentiality level of those trips.  

The available energy in a shortage event is compared to the energy demand, and then travel 

behaviour is modified according to the user-defined rules and a new energy demand is 

calculated. The resulting travel patterns would be iteratively computed in order to meet the 

energy availability constraint. 

The approach allows adaptation of the travel demand to be modeled via user-defined 

rules including preference for preserving Essential or Necessary trips, adjusting travel 

patterns (e.g. up-take of ride-sharing or shifting to public transport or walking). This 

process is iterated until the constrained travel demand profile meets the fuel constraint.  
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Mode change is the first change in travel demand.  Each urban form has a maximum 

percentage of trips which can be accomplished by public transportation which could be 

determined by data for existing cities.  Car trips in each distance bin are moved, with 

optional trips first priority, to the bus bin until the upper limit of public transport mode 

split is reached for that particular urban form.  The next priority in the queue for trip 

changes is to move short distance trips from car to walking or biking, followed by moving 

of medium distance car trips to the bike mode up to a limit based on population health and 

other sociological factors.  At the long travel distance, movement of car trips to walking is 

not possible, and only a small percentage movement to bike is expected. 

Urban communities’ resilience would be expressed in terms of minimization of 

changes in travel patterns due to fuel shortage. The lower the changes required to cope 

with energy constraints, the lower the impacts to the community. The dynamic adaptability 

would also be a function of information they receive, community relations, and the nature 

and efficacy of any existing fuel management systems.  

 

4. Risk assessment method 

The probability model for fuel availability from Eqn. (2) and the impact model laid 

out in the previous section can now be incorporated into an energy risk assessment method.  

This method estimates the risks to a particular urban form at a queried point in time. The 

risk assessment represents the divergence of activities participation from the business as 

usual (BAU) travel demand case due to energy restrictions. The risk assessment method 

quantifies how the reduction in trips from BAU is likely to impact the community.  
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The energy risk assessment method is applied to a particular urban area at a given point 

in time.  The preliminary step is to specify the urban area, either in its present form or 

under a hypothetical development scenario at some point in the future.  The target date for 

risk analysis is used to determine the fuel availability probability as outlined in Section 2.    

Given an urban form and a future fuel scenario, a 5-step analysis method as shown in 

Figure 1 is followed to quantify the risks. 

1.  The travel pattern without the fuel shortage event is determined via conventional 

transport modelling, using available data expressing unconstrained travel distances, 

mode choices and essentiality levels. 

2.  Energy consumption for the urban form is calculated using conventional methods for 

the BAU case. 

3.  A probability tolerance is set to determine the energy availability and this quantity 

(usually calculated in litres per capita per day) is compared to the BAU case.  

4.  If energy consumption is greater than the availability, then travel patterns are modified, 

and the new energy consumption is calculated from the new travel demand pattern using 

the same calculation method as in step 2.   

5.  Steps 3 and 4 are repeated, with the travel patterns modified at each step, until the 

energy consumption levels are commensurate with the available energy.  The impact is 

then calculated, and the risk factor determined considering the difference between the 

original and modified travel patterns and the oil shortage probability.   

The calculated risks can be compared and assessed for different urban form development 

plans or for current urban areas. The following sub-sections present the mathematical 

description of the impact analysis and risk assessment method.  
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4.1. BAU  Travel pattern with no fuel energy constraint 

 The characteristics of a given urban form are routinely converted into a travel pattern 

indicator, T, that expresses the level of activity, considering the Travel Demand TD, for all 

modes and travel distance bins.  We have added one further category for all trips, 

essentiality, ES. All trips for each distance and mode fall into one of the essentiality 

categories; optional, necessary and essential. The essentiality split is set out at the 

percentage of trips which fall into each essentiality category.  Equations 3 and 4 represent 

TD and T, respectively, for a given urban form.  

 
 µ**,, POMSTD dmdm =  (3) 
 
 sdmsdm ESTDT *,,, =  (4)  
 
where PO is the population in the study area, µ is the average trips per person per day, MS 

is a matrix of mode split per distance bin, ES is a vector of relative split of trips 

essentiality; and the subscripts, m, d, s

Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the travel pattern indicator T, as a Trip 

Length Distribution (TLD).  

 refer to a particular mode, distance bin and essentiality 

level , respectively. 

 

4.2. Step 2 - Energy consumption for BAU trips  

 This step focuses in calculating the energy consumption using TD, population and 

energy efficiency data observed in the urban area under study. Equation 5 represents the 

energy consumption E calculation for a given urban form.  
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 ∑∑=
m d

ddmdm DBECTDE ,, *   (5)  

 
Where ECm,d is the matrix of energy consumption per mode and distance bin; and DBd

Calculation of the cumulative energy consumption does not explicitly depend on 

essentiality, but the amount of energy used for optional trips can be separately calculated to 

give an indication of short-term energy reductions which could be affected without reduced 

wellbeing. 

 is a 

vector of distance bins (mid distance point).  

 
4.3. Step 3 – Comparison between BAU energy and shortage event 

 The energy consumption E, is compared against predicted available energy AE, 

considering future supply disruption scenarios. AE is calculated using Equation 6.  

 
 ( ) EAE ee *%100 Φ−=  (6) 
 
where AEe represents the available energy in a supply shortage event e; andΦe

Using Equation 6, the need or not for changes in energy consumption, and thus change to 
travel demand, is verified.  

 is the 

energy reduction level from probability distribution at the target date.  
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where MEe

 

 is an integer value indicating whether or not modification in travel demand 

pattern indicator T and consequently energy consumption is required in a supply shortage 

event Ε.  
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4.4. Step 4 – Modification of travel patterns to cope with energy availability 

 The travel demand pattern indicator T is modified in this step until energy 

consumption is below (or equal) to the available energy. There are a number of ways travel 

can be altered, resulting in a reduction of energy consumed.  The following four steps are 

taken to modify the original travel pattern, T, into a modified travel pattern, Ψ. 

 
1. Compute trip combining considering AEe

2. Compute mode changes considering AE

: Two trips are combined into one, effectively 

reducing the number of trips without losing any activity; 

e

3. Compute bin shift considering AE

: A single trip is shifted to lower energy 

consumption mode, keeping the purpose and distance bin the same; 

e

4. Compute trip deletion considering AE

: A single trip is moved to a shorter distance bin than 

its original bin, whereas the mode and purpose are kept the same. This change 

represents that the trip is shifted to closer activity than originally observed; and 

e

Ψ is subsequently used to estimate the modified energy consumption  by using Equation 5 

for the modified travel demand. The process is iterated and travel patterns are modified 

until energy consumption Ε  converges to meet the energy availability criteria (i.e. ME

: A single trip in a given travel distance bin, 

travel purpose and mode choice is eliminated, considering that there is no energy 

available to perform it.  Trip deletion can either be random, or prioritized, where the 

non-essential, long distance trips are removed first. 

e

 

=0).  

4.5  Step 5 – Computing the risks of energy supply shortage  

 Using the results from previous steps, the risk Re, to travel activities due to an 

energy supply shortage event e is calculated. Typically, the risk is of interest is for a given 
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urban form in a given year.  As shown in Section 2, there are different probabilities for a 

range of shortages in a given future year.  We suggest that the analyst would decide on an 

acceptance level for the possible shortage events, and use the probability of a fuel shortfall 

from BAU that meets their objectives.  For example, in the year 2030, the forward 

probability model indicates that there is a 99% probability that the available fuel will be 

10% below 2005 levels, but the world oil demand is projected to grow by 38% over that 

same time frame (IEA 2005).  Urban planners who are looking at plans for growth out to 

2030 may want to consider that there is a  99% probability that the fuel available to people 

living in that 2030 urban form will have nearly 50% less fuel available than the BAU 

scenario based on demand growth alone.    

The impact weight vector, IWs

• Change of trip mode, destination or efficiency has IW = 1 

, according to the impact principles discussed in Section 3, 

can be assigned values which may vary depending on details which would be derived from 

behavioral studies and economics research.  For illustration purposes, we have assigned the 

following impact weightings:   

• Loss of optional trips (s = 1 bin) has IW = 2 

• Loss in necessary trips (s = 2 bin) has IW =  3 

• Loss in essential trips (s = 3 bin) has IW = 4 

Equation 8 presents the mathematical formulation to compute the risk, Re

 

. The probability 

for the chosen shortage event, e, is multiplied by an impact factor, which expresses the 

disparities between the participation based on the BAU travel pattern and the energy 

constrained travel demand. 
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where Pe is the probability of occurrence of an energy event e; and IWs

The repetition of these steps for a range of urban forms will produce risk indicators 

that should be comparatively assessed in order to identify the urban forms, transportation-

activity system configurations and mitigation options that may minimize the impacts of 

potential fuel shortfall from the BAU scenario. At the two extremes, the highest risk would 

be posed if a very small number of trips could be performed under the constrained energy 

situation. On the other hand, the lowest risk would be occur if no changes in the travel 

pattern (Ψ = T ) were observed even with the energy constraint.  In practice, this risk 

assessment will represent a comparative measure which can be used to compare the 

viability of different existing and future urban forms.  

 is a vector of 

Impact Weight for each change or loss in travel patterns at the essentiality level s. Equation 

8 shows that if the same level of activity is carried out after the oil shortage, i.e. the 

weighted sum of T and Ψ are the same, the estimated risk is zero.  

 
5. Case study 
 

This section focuses in analyzing how the method relates urban forms to risk levels 

through changes in travel patterns from the BAU case to comply with an energy shortfall 

event. The Urban Development Strategy Forum (UDSF) of the Greater Christchurch Urban 

Area, New Zealand, has been developed to examine growth options for the region.  The 

UDSF produced four growth studies to 2041.  The risk assessment method was applied to 
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the four urban form development patterns, using typical travel demand patterns for each 

form and using a shortage even probability for 20% shortfall from BAU of 100%.  

 
The following sub-sections present the four UDSF urban form options, the characterization 

of the urban forms and travel demand patterns; energy supply scenarios; case study 

assumptions; and results.  

 
5.1. Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy – urban development options 

The Greater Christchurch urban area has experienced significant changes over recent 

years and predicted growth will require immediate planning interventions to cope with 

future community needs and expectations. For example, there has been considerable 

population growth due to natural increase and migration. According to census data, in the 

10 year period 1991-2001, the population changed from 289,071 to 316,227 (CCC, 2003). 

Currently, over 400 people move to the area every month. The population in 2041 is 

estimated to reach 500,000 people (UDSF, 2004).  

 
 An urban development strategy forum (UDSF) has examined four options of urban 

forms and their related characteristics, needs and envisaged challenges to the year 2041 

(UDSF, 2006).  The urban forms are very distinct in the way future development is 

spatially distributed throughout the metropolitan area. The urban plans and their critical 

development characteristics are shown in Figure 3.  The development options are 

designated according to the type of growth experienced over the next 35 years as BAU, 

Option A – Concentration, Option B – Consolidation, Option C – Dispersal. 

 
5.2. Urban forms and travel demand characteristics  
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The travel patterns for each urban growth option were defined based upon UDSF 

documentation, international literature and travel demand modeling previously conducted 

by the Christchurch City Council (UDSF, 2004; UDSF, 2006).  Travel distances were 

divided into three main distance bins based on a combined assessment of all transport 

modes and their respective travel distances. The short distance is up to 1.5 km, and the 

long distance is over 6 km.  The average trip length for the short, medium and long 

distance bins are 0.75, 3.5, and 9.5 km respectively.  The mode split (vector MS) was 

divided into 4 main transport modes, namely: car (MS 1), public transport (MS 2) and non-

energy consuming modes walking (MS 3) and cycling (MS 4). Table 1 summarizes the 

mode split for each option, with the total per 100 trips (CCC, 2003).  

Travel demand, TD, was calculated using Equation (3) for unconstrained energy 

demand with the mode split from Table 1 for 500,000 inhabitants in the study area taking 5 

trips per person per day.  These results were subsequently used to calculate the travel 

demand indicators, Tm, d, s

For the purposes of this comparative study, each urban form was modeled with the 

same essentiality split; 20% Optional (s = 1); 30% Necessary (s = 2); and 50% Essential (s 

= 3).  This essentiality split was applied to each distance bin and each mode. 

, and Trip Length Distribution, TLD, according to Equations (3) 

and (4). Considering the travel demand patterns and an average petrol consumption rate in 

2041 of 10 liters per 100 km, (MED, 2006) the energy consumption for each urban form 

for vehicle travel was calculated using Equation (5)  The fuel consumption in million liters 

per day is 1.536 (BAU), 1.151 (Option A-Concentration), 1.483 (Option B-Consolidation), 

and 1.852 (Option C-Dispersal).  The travel demand analysis is commensurate with other 

studies in New Zealand (Buchanan, 2004; Transfund, 2000; Denne et al. 2005). 
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5.3 Rules for energy shortage travel demand change and risk analysis calculation 

The method laid out in Section 4 requires that the travel demand for the unconstrained 

energy demand case be modified to a lower energy configuration and compared to the 

constrained energy supply.  There are some basic assumptions employed in the model: 

• Relative split of trips essentiality is allowed to change (e.g. if an optional trip is 

eliminated, the proportionality is not adjusted to keep the essentiality split constant) 

• Public transport availability is not reduced due to fuel shortage. 

• Distance bins do not change 

• Geographic location of activities do not change, i.e. homes, factories, shops do not 

move. 

• No mitigation measures are applied after the fuel shortage event, i.e. no mode shifting, 

no destination changes and no efficiency adjustments. 

• Vehicle efficiency and occupancy would not change after the fuel shortage/crisis event 

 The iteration of this method was implemented in MatLab® using the following rules 

for producing each new travel demand configuration: 

• It will be necessary to reduce the number of trips in order to reduce the energy 

consumption.  All eliminated trips are car trips.  The priority for trip elimination is that 

long optional trips are eliminated first, then medium optional trips, and finally short 

optional trips.  In a similar manner, necessary trips are the next to be reduced, and finally, 

essential trips; and 

•  It could be possible that people could shift destinations to a shorter bin in order to 

save fuel.  It would also be likely that people would shift the efficiency of their trips to use 
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a better mileage car or to combine or share trips.  However, for this case-study, the detailed 

information needed to determine the percentage of trips that could be shifted in this way 

was not available, so these types of changes were not allowed.   

 
5.4  Results of case study risk analysis 

The risk to transport activities due to reduced energy availability was calculated 

using the risk analysis method for each UDS growth option, and for four different levels of 

fuel shortage.  Each energy shortage event was defined according to the probability 

distribution Equation (2).  Table 2 and Figure 4 present the results of the simulations. A 

relatively low 7% energy reduction event has a 100% probability of occurrence by 2041.  

This is the level of shortage covered by the IEA member’s agreement in the case of world 

oil shortage (IEA, 1974).  The sprawling growth of Option C would pose the highest risk to 

urban activities, while the high density growth of Option A would have the lowest risk 

level for small fuel shortages.  The urban sprawl pattern is consistently the riskiest growth 

pattern.   

 For each energy shortage scenario, significant changes in the travel demand patterns 

are observed in the modified Trip Length Distributions (TLD) as shown in Figure 4 for the 

20% fuel reduction case. A significant portion of optional trips would be lost in all urban 

form options. Once again, Option C – Dispersal, would experience the highest number of 

lost optional trips at 90%.  The availability of public transport options in the BAU and 

urban sprawl case, Option C, are noticeable in comparison to the more consolidated and 

concentrated growth patterns.  It is well known that sprawled urban forms are difficult to 

effectively service with buses or trains.  Thus, more trips are lost in the sprawled city, 

including some necessary and essential trips.   
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5.4. Discussion of case study results 

The influence of urban form on the risks of energy constraint to the participation in 

activities is clearly observed in the simulations.  In all four scenarios, the model indicates 

that different urban forms are exposed to different levels of energy risk.  Depending on the 

future combination of transportation system and land use patterns in each urban form 

option, a wide variability in loss of trips due to energy constraints is demonstrated. Without 

any changes in the current development patterns or the implementation of mitigation 

options, daily activities in Christchurch would be destined to suffer major disruption and 

possible economic and social losses. 

 
The shortage events modeled are relative to the unconstrained travel demand for 

each urban form.  It should be noted that the Urban Development Strategy assumes that 

energy demand will grow from 2005 levels along with the urban population until 2041.  

But our world oil supply analysis shows that fuel supply will actually decrease by 2041.  

Thus, for the sprawled growth Option C, the 20% shortfall we used in the case study, 

would represent an actual fuel shortfall of 60% relative to the projected demand growth in 

2041.   The lower risk for concentrated development Option A is even more pronounced 

when we consider that the short fall exposure in 2041 is actually 45%.  This result has 

profound implications if we consider construction and investment in urban forms in an 

unconstrained energy environment may mean that people living in those areas in the future 

could effectively be stranded and unable to participate in essential activities. 

Option C - Dispersal has a 20% higher risk factor to 20% shortages than Option A - 

Concentration. This risk-gap (Option C-126 versus Option A-105) can be explained on the 
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basis of the usage of individual motor vehicles.  A sprawled urban form’s reliance on car 

travel would be extremely dependent on oil availability and any reduction would create 

significant disruptions.   The disruptions to individual car travel could not be mitigated by 

mode changes to biking or public transport or closer destinations as these are not feasible 

in the low density development with large travel distances.   

 The percentage of optional trips is found to be a very important factor in the 

adaptability of urban transport to fuel constraints.  Figure 5 is a plot of the risk factors for 

all of the growth options for each fuel shortage event level.  Although there are risk 

differences between urban forms, the trend in risk is quite clearly increasing significantly 

as the fuel shortage approaches the limit of optional trip percentage.  The 20% fuel 

shortage represents the elimination of nearly all optional car trips, and the beginning of 

elimination of necessary trips.  In this case study, we rather arbitrarily selected 20% as the 

percentage of optional trips in the travel demand.  However, there are no existing survey 

results or survey methods to gage the essentiality split.  It appears that this measure of 

essentiality will be critical in developing management and response strategies for dealing 

with fuel shortages.  Our research is continuing in the area of assessment of essentiality 

and the adaptability of different urban forms.
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6. Conclusions 

 
 Urban transportation systems are well understood to have profound negative impacts 

on urban quality of life, including air quality, noise, and maintenance and operating costs.  

However, the urban transportation system is also vital to all urban activities.  This research 

sets the framework for a new assessment of urban form; the risk posed by fuel shortage in 

the near term, and the Peak Oil fuel decline in the long term.  Rather than the more 

common approach of seeking to affect energy consumption through urban development 

strategies, we assert that risk assessment will be a powerful tool in long term urban 

planning.  There are some urban forms and some areas of cities which are at risk of 

becoming dysfunctional when oils supplies become constrained and decline.  Planning 

development in these high-risk patterns is akin to allowing subdivisions to be placed in 

flood planes or on un-stable soils.  The risk management perspective may contribute 

significantly to the public understanding of urban development decision making, and may 

provide a constructive means to integrate the issue of Peak Oil into long range planning. 

 
 The most important contribution of this research is the concept that energy shortage 

risks can be quantified, assessed and considered as part of urban and transportation 

planning decisions.  

 The present research has produced method to assess the risk due to constrained fuel 

availability to the wellbeing for a given urban form.  First, a probabilistic assessment of 

future world oil supply was developed.  Then the construction of travel demand patterns as 

a function of urban form was reviewed, along with the calculation of energy consumption 

associated with that travel demand.  Next, we proposed that there is a spectrum of trip 
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purpose that relates to the wellbeing of the household.  We theorize that individual and 

household trips can be characterized as either optional, necessary or essential to household 

wellbeing, and that the essentiality split would change in the event of fuel shortages.  That 

is, a household trip to pick up a pizza may be classed as optional because there are activity 

alternatives such as walking to a cafe or cooking at home.  During a time of fuel shortage, 

the household would choose to eliminate such an optional trip in order to save fuel for 

essential trips such as work or school or doctor’s visits.  The method assigns impact levels 

to the changes induced by fuel shortage, and determines the nature of the changes in the 

travel demand through an iterative method.  The iterative method changes trip modes, 

distances, and eliminates trips according to adaptation rules until the modified travel 

demand energy consumption matches the constrained fuel supply.  Finally, the risk to the 

transport activities is calculated by multiplication of the probability of the fuel shortage 

and the impacts of the travel demand changes.   

 A major contribution of this research is the investigation of adaptive change to fuel 

shortages.  There is very little actual data for travel demand changes during fuel shortages 

for obvious reasons.  This research proposed an adaptive activity model, based on 

preservation of wellbeing which we are continuing to refine and validate through 

experimentation.  The adaptation model tracks travel behaviour change and takes account 

of the impact associated with these changes.  When energy becomes constrained, people 

will act to preserve their participation in activities by changing mode, efficiency or 

destination.  These changes represent an impact which may incur costs or disruption.  If 

fuel shortages are large enough, people will preserve their necessary and essential trips at 

the expense of their optional trips.  Eliminating these optional trips may not degrade the 
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household’s wellbeing, but it will have some impact on general economic activities and on 

social connections.  When the participation in necessary activities becomes curtailed, then 

the impact may include loss of community participation and may limit educational and 

economic opportunities.  The highest impacts, including risks to health and inability to 

participate in work or shopping activities, are indicated for fuel shortages that require 

elimination of essential trips.    

 As a demonstration of the proposed risk analysis method, we applied it to a case 

study involving the long range growth planning for the Greater Christchurch Urban Area.  

Scenarios for four different growth patterns to 2041 have been modeled by the regional 

planners; a business as usual, concentrated CBD, consolidated centers, and dispersed urban 

sprawl.  The travel demand patterns and mode adaptability models were developed for 

each growth pattern in 2041 assuming no fuel constraints.  Then four different fuel 

shortage events, 7%, 10%, 15%, and 20% energy reductions, were imposed on the 

development patterns and the impacts calculated.  The results of the case study were quite 

clear.  The people living in low-density sprawled urban forms with very few work or 

resource destinations accessible by public transport, biking or walking, are at a higher risk 

than people living in concentrated activity areas with closer access to production and work 

activities.   
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Figure and Table Captions 
 
Figure 1.  Schematic representation of the risk analysis method steps. (1) model 

unconstrained travel activity for a given urban form, (2) calculate the unconstrained energy 

consumption, (3) compare the unconstrained energy consumption to the probable fuel 

shortage, (4) modify travel behaviour and calculate energy consumption, (5) iterate until 

the constrained travel demand has the constrained fuel consumption level. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the travel pattern indicator T including distance, 

mode, and essentiality splits. 

 

Figure 3.  The four Greater Urban Christchurch development scenarios to 2041 with basic 

land use and transport characteristics. 

 

Figure 4. Modified travel demand distributions for each growth option considering a 20% 

fuel shortage. 

 

Figure 5: Results of risk analysis for different fuel reduction level for each case study 

development option showing a non-linear trend in risk with increasing fuel shortfall event. 

 
Table 1. Mode and distance  
 

Table 2.  Risk assessment of alternative growth options for Christchurch in 2041. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the risk analysis method steps. (1) model unconstrained 

travel activity for a given urban form, (2) calculate the unconstrained energy consumption, (3) 

compare the unconstrained energy consumption to the probable fuel shortage, (4) modify travel 

behaviour and calculate energy consumption, (5) iterate until the constrained travel demand has 

the constrained fuel consumption level. 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the travel pattern indicator T including distance, mode, and 

essentiality splits. 
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Figure 3.  The four Greater Urban Christchurch development scenarios to 2041 with basic land 
use and transport characteristics. 
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Figure 4. Modified travel demand distributions for each growth option considering a 20% 

fuel shortage. 
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Option A: Concentration 
 
- Optional Trips must be 

reduced by 74% 
- Necessary trips must be 

reduced by 1.9% 
- 15% reduction in car travel 
- Loss of 381 thousand trips 
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Option B: Consolidation 
 
- Optional Trips must be 

reduced by 72% 
- Necessary trips must be 

reduced by 2% 
- 16% reduction in car travel 
- Loss of 401 thousand trips 
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Option C: Dispersal 
 
- Optional Trips must be 

reduced by 90%  
- Necessary trips must be 

reduced by 1% 
- 18% reduction in car travel 
- Loss of 460 thousand trips 
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Figure 5: Results of risk analysis for different fuel reduction level for each case study 

development option showing a non-linear trend in risk with increasing fuel shortfall event. 
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Table 1. Mode and distance  
 MS Option BAU Option A Option B Option C 
  d=1 d= 2 d=3 d=1 d= 2 d=3 d=1 d= 2 d=3 d=1 d= 2 d=3 
1 (car) 12. 36.0 37.0 17.0 36.5 21.5 10.0 32.0 35.5 10.0 30.0 51.0 
2 (bus) 0.0 1.5 2.5 2.0 8.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 5.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 
3 (walk) 5.0 0.5 0.0 7.0 1.0 0.0 5.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 
4 (bike) 2.0 3.0 0.5 2.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 2.0 3.0 0.5 
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Table 2.  Risk assessment of alternative growth options for Christchurch in 2041. 

Energy Reduction 
 CP(2041) (%) 

 
BAU 

Risk (*1000)  
Option  A Option  B Option C 

Low  (7%) 100 24 18 23 28 

Medium (10%) 100 34 25 33 41 

High (15%) 100 59 56 57 63 

Extreme (20%) 99.9 117 105 110 126 
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